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Throughput Scaling of Covert Communication over
Wireless Adhoc Networks
Kang-Hee Cho, Si-Hyeon Lee, and Vincent Y. F. Tan
Abstract—We consider the problem of covert communication
over wireless adhoc networks in which (roughly) n legitimate
nodes (LNs) and nκ for 0 < κ < 1 non-communicating warden
nodes (WNs) are randomly distributed in a square of unit
area. Each legitimate source wants to communicate with its
intended destination node while ensuring that every WN is
unable to detect the presence of the communication. In this
scenario, we study the throughput scaling law. Due the covert
communication constraint, the transmit powers are necessarily
limited. Under this condition, we introduce a preservation region
around each WN. This region serves to prevent transmission
from the LNs and to increase the transmit power of the LNs
outside the preservation regions. For the achievability results,
multi-hop (MH), hierarchical cooperation (HC), and hybrid HC-
MH schemes are utilized with some appropriate modifications. In
the proposed MH and hybrid schemes, because the preservation
regions may impede communication along direct data paths, the
data paths are suitably modified by taking a detour around
each preservation region. To avoid the concentration of detours
resulting extra relaying burdens, we distribute the detours evenly
over a wide region. In the proposed HC scheme, we control the
symbol power and the scheduling of distributed multiple-input
multiple-output transmission. We also present matching upper
bounds on the throughput scaling under the assumption that
every active LN consumes the same average transmit power over
the time period in which the WNs observe the channel outputs.
Index Terms—Covert communication, low probability of de-
tection, wireless adhoc networks, capacity scaling law.
I. INTRODUCTION
Covert communication is the problem of designing protocols
to ensure that communication between legitimate parties is
reliable while the presence of such communication is unde-
tectable to an adversary or warden. From the information-
theoretic point of view, the fundamental limits of covert
communication have been well-studied for point-to-point (P-
to-P) scenarios such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels [1], discrete memoryless channels (DMCs) [2], [3],
and several models taking into account channel uncertainty
with or without using multiple antennas in the channel
model [4]–[8]. The study of covert communication in P-to-
P scenarios has been extended to several network information
theory models—e.g., multiple access channels [9], broadcast
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channels [10], and random network models in which a multiple
number of wardens and interferers (helpers) are distributed
randomly [11]. In [11], the authors considered a single legiti-
mate source-destination (S-D) pair. In this work, we consider
the scenario in which a large number of legitimate S-D pairs
communicate covertly without any artificial noise generation.
In the covert communication setup, it is known that in the most
interesting non-degenerate cases, the maximum throughput
over l channel uses scales proportionally to square root of the
blocklength l [1]–[3], [10]—the so-called square-root law; this
law has also been observed in several studies on steganography
[12], [13].
In this paper, we consider a more general network setup,
namely, wireless adhoc networks where a number of legitimate
nodes (LNs) and non-communicating warden nodes (WNs) are
distributed randomly in the same network. In the covert com-
munication setting, the communication engineer is required to
ensure that communication between the legitimate parties must
be undetectable to every WN when each WN observes and
uses the channel outputs of a certain blocklength to perform
a hypothesis test to determine whether communication takes
place. A practical scenario of this setup is a military situation
where an army is attempting to infiltrate the enemy’s area
but the presence of communication is to be hidden from
the adversary. As an alternative to characterizing the exact
capacity, we follow the traditional approach for wireless adhoc
networks [14]; we study the scaling of the network’s capacity
of covert communication in the number of LNs. In addition,
we observe how the number of WNs and the number of
channel uses utilized by the WNs to test the presence of
communication are related to the optimal throughput scaling
of covert communication.
In the absence of the covert communication constraint (or
WNs), the study of the capacity scaling of wireless adhoc
networks has been extensively pursued; see for example [14]–
[20]. In particular, in [19], the capacity scaling of network
with an arbitrary size is derived by using a cutset bound
technique and three network schemes: nearest multi-hop (MH)
[14], hierarchical cooperation (HC) [17], and hybrid HC-MH
[19] schemes of which the best scheme is decided by the
typical nearest signal-to-noise ratio and the path loss exponent.
In the presence of the WNs, our network model is somewhat
similar to the cognitive network setup in [20], where a primary
network and a secondary network share the same network and
the secondary network is required to communicate while not
affecting the throughput scaling of the primary network. In
[20], a preservation region around each primary node is intro-
duced. This region prevents the transmission from secondary
2nodes to reduce the interference from nearby secondary nodes,
and an MH scheme [14] is modified to avoid transmission
through the preservation regions.
In this paper, we utilize a preservation region [20] around
each WN in which the transmission of information from LNs
is not permitted. Since the covert communication constraint
is more stringent than the constraint given in the secondary
network in [20], in this paper, the sizes of preservation regions
have to be determined appropriately. In the presence of the
preservation regions, we propose three network communica-
tion schemes for covert communication that are based on ex-
isting schemes in the literature: MH [14], HC [17], and hybrid
HC-MH [19] schemes. These schemes are modified by taking
into account the preservation regions and the covert com-
munication constraint. Even if such modifications are made,
however, each modified scheme can achieve asymptotically
same throughput scaling that the original scheme can achieve
when the modified schemes and the original schemes are
performed under the same average transmit power constraint.
In addition, the modified schemes attain the upper bounds
(converses) on the throughput. The scheme that yields the
highest throughput amongst these schemes is decided by the
number of WNs, the number of channel outputs that each WN
observes, and the path loss exponent. These factors determine
the operating regime of the network. For the converse part,
by using a technique based on the cutset bound, we present
matching upper bounds on the throughput scaling under the
assumption that every LN outside the preservation regions
consumes the same average transmit power over the time
period in which the WNs observe the channel outputs.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we for-
mulate our problem by describing the network model, covert
communication constraint, and goal of this paper. In Section
III, we state the main results on the throughput scalings and
give intuitive descriptions for the results. The details on the
three proposed schemes are presented in Section IV, and the
proofs for cutset bounds are given in Section V. In Section
VI, we conclude this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Network Model
We consider a network of a square of unit area where LNs
are distributed according to a Poisson point process (p.p.p.) of
density n. The S-D nodes are chosen in pairs in such a way
where each LN is a source or destination such that half of
the LNs are sources and the other half are destinations. The
communications between the legitimate S-D pairs are required
to be covert against non-communicating WNs, which are
distributed according to a p.p.p. of density nκ for 0 < κ < 1
in the same network (Fig. 1). The locations of all LNs and
WNs are assumed to be fixed during the communication, and
every LN knows the locations of other LNs and WNs. We
suppose that there are nl LNs and nw WNs in the network.
Each LN has an average transmit power constraint of P
and the network is allocated a total bandwidth B around
the carrier frequency fc ≫ B. Every legitimate source node
(LSN) wants to communicate with its legitimate destination
Fig. 1: The network model considered in this paper. The circles
represent the LNs and the squares are the WNs.
node (LDN) at the same rate of R(n, κ). The discrete-time
baseband-equivalent output at LN i at time m is given as
Yi[m] =
nl∑
k=1
Hik[m]Xk[m] +Ni[m], (1)
where Xk[m] is the discrete-time baseband-equivalent input
at LN k, Ni[m] is white circularly symmetric Gaussian noise
CN (0, N0) at LN i, and Hik[m] is the discrete-time baseband-
equivalent channel gain between LNs k and i given as
Hik[m] =
√
G
d
α/2
ik
exp (jθik[m]) , (2)
where dik is the distance between LNs k and i, α > 2 is
the path loss exponent in the network, θik[m] is independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random phase uniformly dis-
tributed over [0, 2π], and G = λ
2Gl
16π2 by Friis’ formula, where
Gl is the product of the transmit and receive antenna gains.
We assume that the legitimate receivers have channel phase
information. Similarly, the discrete-time baseband-equivalent
output at WN i at time m is given as
Zi[m] =
nl∑
k=1
H ′ik[m]Xk[m] +N
′
i [m], (3)
where N ′i [m] is white circularly symmetric Gaussian noise
CN (0, N0) at WN i, and H ′ik[m] is the channel gain between
LN k and WN i, which is defined similarly to (2). Henceforth,
we will omit the time index for brevity. We assume that there
exists a sufficiently long secret key between every LN S-D
pair.
Remark 1. Fix ǫ > 0. According to [20, Lemma 1], nl belongs
to the interval ((1 − ǫ)n, (1 + ǫ)n) and nw belongs to the
interval ((1 − ǫ)nκ, (1 + ǫ)nκ) w.h.p.1
B. Covertness Constraint
In this subsection, the covert communication constraint is
presented. Each WN observes and utilizes the channel outputs
over l channel uses to test whether LNs are communicating.
The integer l can be regarded as a memory constraint at each
WN and the starting point of the window can be arbitrarily
1The term w.h.p. means that the probability of the event tends to one as n
tends to infinity.
3chosen over the whole duration in which communication takes
place. We assume that l is sufficiently large, and it can also
tend to infinity at a certain rate as n tends to infinity. Then,
the covert communication constraint is expressed as follows:2
D
(
QˆZli
∥∥∥Q×lN ′i
)
≤ δ, i = 1, 2, . . . , nw, (4)
where δ > 0 and QN ′i is the distribution of N
′
i when no
communication occurs (i.e., the transmitter remains silent),
Q×lN ′i is the l-fold product distribution of QN
′
i
, and QˆZli is the
distribution of Z li (i.e., the induced output distribution) when
the transmitter is active and a message is sent.
C. Goal of This Paper
We allow some LN pairs not to send their own message as
long as the fraction of such pairs is vanishing.3 Let ǫ(n, κ) > 0
denote this outage fraction of the LNs as a function of n
and κ and we say that the LN pairs that do not send their
own messages are in outage. The LNs in outage can, however,
cooperate with other LNs to enable communication. Under
this assumption, the following is the formal definition of an
achievable throughput per LN.
Definition 1. A throughput of R(n, κ) per LN is said to
be achievable under the covertness constraint if at least
1−ǫ(n, κ) fraction of LSNs can transmit with a rate of R(n, κ)
to their LDNs w.h.p. while satisfying the covertness constraint
(4). We note that ǫ(n, κ) vanishes as n→∞.
The aggregate throughput T (n, κ) is defined as nlR(n,κ)2 .
Our goal is to characterize the aggregate throughput scaling
law in the presence of the covertness contraint.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present achievable throughput scalings
in Theorems 1 and 2. In Theorems 3 and 4, we also present
upper bounds on the aggregate throughput scalings under
the assumption that every active LN uses the same average
transmit power over an arbitrary window of l channel uses
when the covertness constraint results in a more stringent
average transmit power constraint compared to the average
transmit power constraint of P at each LN (as described
in Section II-A). Our achievability schemes can achieve the
upper bounds asymptotically. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are
presented in Section IV, and proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are
in Section V.
For the achievability, since the covertness requirement con-
strains the interference power at each WN, the transmit powers
of the LNs are also constrained, similarly to the AWGN case
[2]. Hence, we introduce a preservation region around each
WN where the transmission from LNs is not permitted to
increase the transmit power of the active LNs. In the presence
of the covertness constraint and the preservation regions, we
propose modified versions of three existing schemes: MH
2It is known from Pinsker’s inequality that the hypothesis test by a WN is
not much better than a blind test when the relative entropy is small; see [21].
In this paper, the relative entropy is defined using the natural logarithm.
3By vanishing, we mean that the fraction of the LN pairs that do not send
their own message tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
: LN
: WN
: Preservation region
Fig. 2: Example of a MH scheme with detouring paths in the presence
of the preservation regions.
[14]; HC [17]; hybrid HC-MH [19]. In the proposed MH
and hybrid schemes, because the preservation regions may
block the direct paths of the S-D pairs, we modify these paths
so that they take a detour around the preservation regions
as in Fig. 2. In addition, to avoid the fact that the relaying
burden is concentrated at some LNs thus causing throughput
degradation, we distribute the detouring paths appropriately.
In the proposed HC scheme, we control the transmit power
and the scheduling of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
transmissions appropriately to satisfy the covertness constraint
while retaining the performance of the original HC scheme.
Theorem 1. Fix ǫ > 0. If n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
vanishes as n tends
to infinity, the following aggregate throughput T (n, κ) is
achievable under the covertness constraint w.h.p.:
T (n, κ) =


Ω
(
n2−
α
2−ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if 2 < α ≤ 3
Ω
(
n
1
2−ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if α > 3
The proposed HC and MH schemes are used for 2 < α ≤ 3
and α > 3, respectively.
Theorem 2. Fix ǫ > 0. If n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
does not vanish as n
tends to infinity,4 the following aggregate throughput T (n, κ)
is achievable under the covertness constraint w.h.p.:
T (n, κ) =


Ω
(
n2−
α
2−ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if 2 < α ≤ 3
Ω
(
n
1
2−ǫ
(
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
) 1
α−2
)
, if α > 3
The proposed HC and hybrid schemes are used for 2 < α ≤
3 and α > 3, respectively.
Roughly speaking, in our three proposed schemes, the
covertness constraint and the preservation regions result in the
average transmit power constraint over an arbitrary window
of l channel uses at each LN scaling with the order of
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
nα/2
√
l
. Then, the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
between the typical nearest neighbor LNs, i.e., between two
LNs distance of
√
1/n, is given as n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
. The
√
l in
the denominator demonstrates the similarity to the square-root
4A positive sequence g(n) does not vanish as n tends to infinity if
lim infn→∞ g(n) > 0.
4law in covert communication [2]. In addition, because large α
results in more attenuated interference signal at each WN, the
LNs can retain higher transmit power when α is large. This
short-range SNR term and the path loss exponent α are the
two parameters that constitute the condition of the network
and have to be carefully considered to select an appropriate
high-throughput scheme (amongst the three proposed ones) for
a certain network model.
When the term n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is vanishing, it plays the role of
a linear scaling factor of the throughput in the proposed MH
and HC schemes. This is because in the proposed MH scheme,
the rate in a hop is propotional to the received SNR, which
vanishes (by assumption). In the proposed HC scheme, the
MIMO gain is propotional to the transmit power regardless of
whether the short-range SNR term is vanishing. This yields the
throughput scalings given by the product of two terms, where
one is the same as the throughput scalings of the extended net-
work [17] and the other term, namely n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is a linear
scaling factor. When the term n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is non-vanishing,
because the proposed MH scheme cannot efficiently utilize
the non-vanishing received SNR in a hop, the hybrid scheme
that can efficiently utilize the received SNR outperforms the
proposed MH scheme.
The following theorems present upper bounds on the aggre-
gate throughput scalings under the assumption that every active
LN uses the same average transmit power over an arbitrary
window of l channel uses.
Theorem 3. Fix ǫ > 0. When every active LN uses the same
average transmit power over an arbitrary window of l channel
uses and n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
vanishes as n tends to infinity, the
aggregate throughput T (n, κ) under the covertness constraint
is upper bounded as
T (n, κ) =


O
(
n2−
α
2+ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if 2 < α ≤ 3
O
(
n
1
2+ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if α > 3
Theorem 4. Fix ǫ > 0. When every active LN uses the
same average transmit power over an arbitrary window of l
channel uses and n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is does not vanish as n tends to
infinity, the aggregate throughput T (n, κ) under the covertness
constraint is upper bounded as
T (n, κ) =


O
(
n2−
α
2+ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
, if 2 < α ≤ 3
O
(
n
1
2+ǫ
(
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
) 1
α−2
)
, if α > 3
In the converse proof, the preservation region is also intro-
duced, and a cutset bound technique similar to [19, Section
III] is used to derive Theorems 3 and 4.
The networks can be partitioned into four operating regimes
according to the two the following parameters: the short-range
SNR n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
and the path loss exponent α as shown in
Fig. 3. Under the assumption that every active LN has the same
average transmit power constraint over an arbitrary window of
α
32
non-vanishing
vanishing
Modified HC
Modified HC
Detoured hybrid
Detoured MH
n
( 12−
κ
2 )(α−2)p
l
n
2−α2 ·
n
( 1
2
−
κ
2
)(α−2)
p
l
n
2−α2 ·
n
( 1
2
−
κ
2
)(α−2)
p
l
n
1
2
(
n
( 1
2
−
κ
2
)(α−2)
p
l
) 1
α−2
n
1
2 ·
n
( 1
2
−
κ
2
)(α−2)
p
l
n
α
2
−1
Fig. 3: An illustration of the four operating regimes depending on
whether n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
vanishes and the range of α. In each regime,
the optimal scheme (under the assumption on the transmit power of
LNs in the converse) and its optimal throughput scaling is shown.
l channel uses, the optimal scheme and its optimal throughput
scaling in each regime are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The partitioning of the operating regimes of our network
is similar but slightly different from the operating regimes
in [19]. The term n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
plays a role similarly to that
of the received SNR in the typical nearest neighbor distance
in [19]; the latter being denoted in [19] as SNRs. Since the
covertness constraint makes it impossible to retain sufficient
long-range SNR regardless of the values of κ and l, there is no
regime in our network that corresponds to Regime I (retaining
sufficient long-range SNR) in [19] in which the HC scheme is
the optimal scheme. In our case with 2 < α ≤ 3 is similar to
Regime II (insufficient long-range SNR but path-loss is weak,
i.e., 2 < α ≤ 3) in [19] in which the bursty HC scheme
is optimal. Regimes III (path-loss is strong, i.e., α > 3, but
SNRs is sufficient and long-range SNR is not sufficient) in
[19] in which the hybrid scheme is optimal corresponds to
our setting with α > 3 and non-vanishing n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
. Our
setting with α > 3 and vanishing n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is analogous to
Regime IV (α > 3 and SNRs ≪ 0) in [19] in which the MH
scheme is optimal.
IV. ACHIEVABILITY
In this section, we describe the nature of the preservation
regions in Section IV-A and also the three proposed schemes,
namely detoured MH, modified HC, and detoured hybrid
schemes in Sections IV-B, IV-C, and IV-D, respectively.
A. Preservation Region
In the presence of the covertness constraint, the power of
the interference at each WN is limited and thus the transmit
powers of the LNs are also constrained. Hence, we introduce
a preservation region [20], which is shaped as a square around
each WN in which transmission from LNs is not permitted.
Each preservation region ensures that the interference to each
WN from the nearby LNs is not too strong. This makes it
possible to increase the transmit powers of the LNs outside
5s1
d1
s2
d2
Fig. 4: Example of the original MH scheme. Each data path consists
of a horizontal data path and a vertical data path.
the preservation regions. Intuitively, when the received SNR
between the LNs is low compared to the noise level, increasing
the transmit power of the LNs leads to a significant increase
in the throughput. From this intuition, we set the width of the
preservation region b to be5
b = Θ(n−γ
√
logn), γ ≤ 1
2
, (5)
where a preservation region with b such that γ = 12 corre-
sponds to a square of nine cells each with size 2 lognn that
contains a WN in the center cell, and b with γ < 12 is an
integer multiple of
√
2 logn
n . The preservation region exponent
γ has to be chosen in a way that maximizes the throughput
while ensuring that the resulting outage fraction vanishes as n
tends to infinity. The proofs for vanishing outage fraction of
the three proposed schemes are presented in Appendix B.
B. Detoured MH Scheme
We propose a modified MH scheme, termed detoured MH
scheme that avoids the preservation regions by taking a detour
around each of the preservation regions. The detoured MH
scheme follows the structure of the original MH scheme
described as follows.
1) Original MH Scheme: The summary of the original MH
scheme [14], [20] is given as follows:
• Divide the network into square cells with area of 2 lognn .
• Every LN uses the same power for transmission.
• The data packet of each LSN is delivered to the LDN
by sequentially transmitting to a LN in the adjacent cells
first along the horizontal data path (HDP) and then along
the vertical data path (VDP) as shown in Fig. 4.
• Use a 9-TDMA scheme for the communication between
adjacent cells. This means that for each group of a square
of nine cells, only a single cell in the same position in
each group is active for each time slot.
The following lemma presents lower and upper bounds on
the number of LNs in each cell with area of 2 lognn . This lemma
is used in some proofs throughout this paper.
Lemma 1. When the area of a cell is 2 lognn , there is at least
one LN and are at most 4 logn LNs in each cell w.h.p.
5For the scenario in which the outage fraction vanishes, γ > κ/2 is
necessary.
Proof. We first record the following fact. For a Poisson
random variableX with rate λ, the following inequality holds:
Pr(X ≥ k) ≤ e
−λ(eλ)k
kk
, for k > λ. (6)
We refer to [15] for the proof of the above inequality.
Let A be the event that there is at least one LN in each cell.
Also let B be the event that there are at most 4 logn LNs in
each cell. If we define Nk as the number of LNs in the k
th
cell, then each Nk for k = 1, 2, ...,
n
2 logn follows a p.p.p. of
density n, and N1, N2, ... are mutually independent. Thus,
each of the Nk is equivalent to a Poisson random variable
with rate 2 logn, and hence
Pr(A) = 1− Pr(Ac) (7)
= 1− Pr


n
2 logn⋃
k=1
{Nk = 0}

 (8)
≥ 1− n
2 logn
Pr (N1 = 0) (9)
= 1− n
2 logn
e−2 logn, (10)
where (9) is due to the union bound and the mutual indepen-
dence of the cells; (10) follows from the fact that N1 is a
Poisson random variable with rate 2 logn. The last term tends
to 1 as n tends to infinity.
Next,
Pr(B) = 1− Pr(Bc) (11)
= 1− Pr


n
2 logn⋃
k=1
{Nk > 4 logn}

 (12)
≥ 1− n
2 logn
Pr(N1 > 4 logn) (13)
≥ 1− n
2 logn
e−2 logn
(e
2
)4 logn
, (14)
where (13) is because of the union bound and the mutual
independence of the cells; (14) is from (6). The last term goes
to 1 as n tends to infinity.
2) A Detouring Method: Because the preservation regions
may block the HDPs and VDPs of some S-D pairs, such
paths must be modified so that they do not overlap with
the preservation regions. Thus, we modify these paths by
taking a detour around the preservation regions. However, the
detouring paths generate extra relaying burdens to some cells,
and this causes significant throughput degradation when the
detouring paths are concentrated at some cells. Our solution is
to distribute the detouring paths to a wide region with width of
the order b to avoid the concentration of the relaying burdens
to some cells as shown in Fig. 5.
Let us describe the detouring method in more detail. First
we note that there can be some preservation regions that
overlap with each other or are close to each other because
the WNs are distributed randomly. Therefore, the detouring
paths have to be chosen appropriately. Our proposed detouring
method is as follows. First, define the distance between two
preservation regions as the shortest distance of any two points
6b
vuut2 log n
n
: LN
: WN
: Preservation region
Fig. 5: Examples of modified data paths that detour the preservation
regions. They are distributed to a wide region with width of the order
of b.
Fig. 6: Example of an expanded preservation region. The white
squares are the preservation regions in a cluster.
in each preservation region. In addition, we say a set of
preservation regions comprise a cluster if for each preservation
region in the cluster there is at least one preservation region
in the same cluster with a distance less than b. Finally, we
define the expanded preservation region as the set of cells
that partially or completely belong to the convex closure of the
preservation regions in a cluster (Fig. 6). Then, the following
lemma holds.
Lemma 2. If γ > κ/2, there are at most 4κ logn preservation
regions in an expanded preservation region w.h.p.
Proof. According to Lemma 1, there are at most 4κ lognWNs
in a square of area 2 logn
κ
nκ . Consider an expanded preservation
region and assume there are 4κ logn+1 preservation regions
in the expanded preservation region. Then, the size of the
expanded preservation region can be as large as Θ
(
(logn)2
n2γ
)
which corresponds to the case when the preservation regions
in the expanded preservation region do not overlap with
each other. This is asymptotically smaller than 2 logn
κ
nκ . This
contradicts Lemma 1.
Transmission is not allowed in the expanded preservation
regions. We modify the HDPs and VDPs that overlap with
some expanded preservation regions to detour the expanded
preservation regions. The following lemma presents an upper
bound on the relaying burden at each cell when our proposed
detouring method is used.
Lemma 3. If γ > κ/2, there exists a detouring method in
which each cell needs to carry at most Θ(
√
n(logn)3/2) data
paths w.h.p.
Proof. According to the definition of a cluster of preservation
regions and the convex closure, there exists a passable region
b
> b
Detours
Fig. 7: Example of a passable region between two expanded preser-
vation regions. The width of the passable region is longer than b.
VDP
Detour
L1
(L1mod b)=2
Fig. 8: Example of a detoured VDP.
of which width is longer than b between any two expanded
preservation regions as shown in Fig. 7. The detouring paths
are distributed into the areas that surround the expanded
preservation regions and have width of b/2 as follows:
• Refer to Fig. 8. Consider a VDP crossing an expanded
preservation region. The case of the HDP can be consid-
ered in a similar way. To choose a detouring path, first
calculate the length between the line of VDP and the
farmost line from the VDP that is parallel with the VDP
and overlaps with the edge of the expanded preservation
region (L1 in Fig. 8).
• On the opposite side, take a detour so that the interval
between the detour and the border of the expanded
preservation region is (L1mod b)/2. Using this method,
the detouring paths are distributed into areas that have
width approximately b/2.
• If a VDP cannot take a detour at one side, we will take
a detour on the other side. Furthermore, if there is no
possible data path between a LSN and the corresponding
LDN, we regard the pair to be in outage (Fig. 9).
Because there are at most 4κ logn preservation regions in a
expanded preservation region, and there are at most 4 logn
LNs in a cell, the largest possible number of LNs whose
VDPs overlap with a certain expanded preservation region is
of the order Θ(n−γ
√
logn · logn · n) = Θ(n1−γ(logn)3/2).
By distributing these relaying burdens into a region with width
of the order of Θ(n−γ
√
logn), this lemma is proved.
As shown in Lemma 3, the preservation region exponent γ
does not affect the scaling of the relaying burden of each cell.
Thus, we enlarge the preservation region up to a certain level
to increase the transmit powers of the LNs while ensuring
that the outage fraction vanishes as n tends to infinity. As
7LSN1
LSN2
LDN1
LDN2
Fig. 9: The white circles are LNs and the gray squares are WNs.
There is no possible data path between LSN2 and LDN2.
will be proved in Appendix B, even if γ = κ2 + ǫ where ǫ
is an arbitrarily small constant, the outage fraction vanishes.
Thus, in the following, we simply set γ = κ2 to ensure that the
transmit powers of LNs are maximized for notational brevity.
3) Codebook Generation: Each LN uses a codebook with
codewords generated each in an i.i.d. manner. The components
of the codewords are themselves i.i.d. complex Gaussian with
zero mean and some appropriately chosen variance PMH, i.e.,
CN (0, PMH). The secret key, which is assumed to be suffi-
ciently sufficiently long, is utilized to construct the random
codebook (which is known to all parties). We discuss the
choice of PMH in Section IV-B5.
4) Rate in a Hop: We present an achievable rate of the com-
munication between two adjacent cells based on the alloted
power PMH. Let SNRhop be the SNR of the communication
protocol between two adjacent cells. Then, because the longest
distance between the two LNs in two neighboring cells is√
10 logn
n , we have
SNRhop ≥ GPMH
N0
(√
10 logn
n
)−α
. (15)
Recall that G is from the antenna gain given in (2).
The following lemma plays a key role in deriving an
achievable rate in a hop and is useful throughout this paper.
Lemma 4. Let INRMH be the interference-to-noise ratio
(INR) at the LNs. Then, if α > 2, each LN satisfies
INRMH ≤ KI SNRhop, (16)
where KI is a constant independent of α, PMH, and n.
Proof. To aid the reader’s understanding of this proof, s/he is
referred to Fig. 10. Based on the 9-TDMA scheme, when the
communication between the cell marked with S and the cell
marked with D occurs, the gray cells except the cell marked
with S are the interfering cells. These interfering cells are
grouped into the interfering groups F1, F2, ... Fi, ... such that
Fi consists of 8i interfering cells and the LNs in Fi have
distance longer than (3i−2)
√
2 logn
n from the LNs in the cell
marked with D. Then, the INRMH of the receiver LN in the
cell marked with D in Fig. 10 is upper bounded as follows:
INRMH <
GPtx
N0
n∑
i=1
8i
(
(3i− 2)
√
2 logn
n
)−α
(17)
S D
8x1
8x2 interfering cells
interfering cells
Fig. 10: 9-TDMA scheme and interfering cells. The cell marked with
S is the cell that a transmitter is in and the cell marked with D is the
cell that the corresponding receiver is in. The gray cells except the
cell S are the interfering cells that form several interfering groups.
=
GPtx
N0
(√
2 logn
n
)−α n∑
i=1
8i(3i− 2)−α (18)
= k
GPtx
N0
(√
2 logn
n
)−α
(19)
≤ KI SNRhop, (20)
where k and KI are constants independent of α, δ, l and n,
(19) is because
∑∞
i=1 8i(3i − 2)−α converges when α > 2,
and (20) is due to the inequality in (15).
Based on the above lemma, we now derive a lower bound
on the rate of a hop.
Lemma 5. The rate Rhop that every cell can achieve in a hop
is lower bounded as follows:
Rhop ≥ 1
9
log

1 +
cPMH
(√
2 logn
n
)−α
N0 + cKIPMH
(√
2 logn
n
)−α

 , (21)
where c and KI are constants independent of α, PMH, and n.
Proof. Based on the 9-TDMA scheme, by using the codebook
as desribed in Section IV-B3,
Rhop =
1
9
log
(
1 +
N0 SNRhop
N0 +N0 INRl
)
(22)
≥ 1
9
log
(
1 +
N0 SNRhop
N0 +N0KI SNRhop
)
(23)
≥ 1
9
log

1 +
GPMH
(√
10 logn
n
)−α
N0 +KIGPMH
(√
10 logn
n
)−α


(24)
=
1
9
log

1 +
cPMH
(√
2 logn
n
)−α
N0 + cKIPMH
(√
2 logn
n
)−α

 , (25)
8: WN
: Active cells
: Preservation regions
Θ(n−
κ
2
p
log n)
Fig. 11: Example of the worst case that the interference to a WN is
strongest under the 9-TDMA scheme.
where (23) is due to Lemma 4; (24) is from (15), and c and
KI are constants independent of α, PMH, and n.
5) Transmit Power PMH: We now derive an available
transmit power of the LNs that makes it possible to achieve
the desired throughput scaling while satisfying the covertness
constraint in (4). Because each LN uses a codebook generated
according to the distribution CN (0, PMH), the covertness
measure in (4) at WN i is upper bounded as follows:
D
(
QˆZli
∥∥∥Q×lN ′i
)
=
l∑
t=1
D
(
QˆZi,t
∥∥∥QN ′i
)
(26)
=
l∑
t=1
D (CN (0, Ii,t +N0)‖ CN (0, N0))
(27)
≤ l ·D (CN (0, Ii +N0)‖ CN (0, N0))
(28)
= l ·
(
Ii
N0
− log Ii +N0
N0
)
(29)
≤ l
2
(
Ii
N0
)2
, (30)
where Ii,t is the power of the interference received by WN i at
time t, Ii := maxt{Ii,t}, and (30) follows from the inequality
log(1 + x) ≥ x− x22 for x ≥ 0.
To satisfy the covertness constraint, we upper bound (30)
by δ. Based on the aforementioned detouring method and the
generated random codebook, we next present a value for PMH
such that (30) is upper bounded by δ.
Lemma 6. If γ = κ2 , and
PMH = k · n( 12−κ2 )(α−2)
√
δ
l
(√
2 logn
n
)α
, (31)
where k is a constant independent of α, κ, δ, l, and n, then
(30) is upper bounded by δ for all i.
Proof. We first derive an upper bound on Ii. We consider
the worst case scenario in which the interference to WN i
is the strongest. As shown in Fig. 11, this occurs when WN
i is adjacent to an active cell and the 9-TDMA scheme is
employed. Then,
Ii < GPMH
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i
(
(3i− 2)
√
2 logn
n
)−α
(32)
= GPMH
(√
2 logn
n
)−α n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i− 2)−α. (33)
To calculate
∑n
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i − 2)−α, we first show that this
value tends to zeros as n tends to infinity.
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i− 2)−α ≤
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(2i)−α (34)
=
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
23−α · i−α+1 (35)
= 23−α
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
1
iα−1
(36)
= 23−α

 n∑
i=1
1
iα−1
−
n
1
2
−κ
2∑
i=1
1
iα−1

 ,
(37)
where (34) holds if n is sufficiently large. Recall that α > 2.
The two summations in (37) are p-series when n tends to
infinity and converge because α−1 > 1. Therefore, these two
summations converge to the same value and thus the value in
(37) converges to zero as n tends to infinity.
Instead of the exact expression of
∑n
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i− 2)−α,
we derive the order of
∑n
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i − 2)−α. Because
8x(3x−2)−α is monotonically decreasing in x for sufficiently
large x and α > 2, we have∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(3x− 2)−α dx <
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i− 2)−α (38)
<
∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8(x− 1)(3x− 5)−α dx.
(39)
We obtain the order of
∑n
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i−2)−α by deriving the
orders of the above two integrals. First consider the integral
in the left side. When n is sufficiently large,∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(4x)−α dx <
∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(3x− 2)−α dx (40)
<
∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(2x)−α dx. (41)
Thus, we have∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(3x− 2)−α dx < c
∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
x1−α dx, (42)
where c is a constant independent of α and n. Furthermore,∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
x1−α dx =
[
1
2− αx
2−α
]n
n
1
2
−κ
2
(43)
=
1
2− α
(
n2−α − n( 12−κ2 )(2−α)
)
(44)
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α− 2
(
1
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
− 1
nα−2
)
, (45)
where 1
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
dominates 1nα−2 if n is sufficiently large.
Therefore, we have∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8x(3x− 2)−α dx = Θ
(
1
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
)
. (46)
The case of
∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8(x − 1)(3x − 5)−α dx can be done
similarly, and we also have∫ n
n
1
2
−κ
2
8(x− 1)(3x− 5)−α dx = Θ
(
1
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
)
. (47)
Therefore, we can conclude that
n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
8i(3i− 2)−α = Θ
(
1
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
)
, (48)
and thus
Ii <
cGPMH
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
(√
2 logn
n
)−α
, (49)
for sufficiently large n and a constant c independent of α, κ,
PMH, and n.
To upper bound Ii by
√
2N0
√
δ
l , we instead upper bound
the right hand side in (49) by
√
2N0
√
δ
l . This gives
PMH ≤ k · n( 12−κ2 )(α−2)
√
δ
l
(√
2 logn
n
)α
, (50)
where k is a constant independent of α, κ, δ, l, and n.
6) An Achievable Throughput Scaling: Finally, we obtain
an achievable throughput scaling of the detoured MH scheme.
If each LN uses the transmit power PMH as given in Lemma
6, we may further lower bound the rate in a hop (continuing
from Lemma 5) as follows:
Rhop ≥ 1
9
log

1 + k′ n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
N0 + k
′′ n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l

 , (51)
where k′ and k
′′
are constants independent of α, κ, l, and n.
When n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
vanishes as n tends to infinity, the
received power in each LN is weak compared to the noise level
and hence Rhop = Θ
(
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
because log(1 + x) =
x+ o(x2) as x→ 0. For the other case, Rhop is a constant.
Then, an achievable throughput scaling of the detoured MH
scheme is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Fix ǫ > 0. The following aggregate throughput
T (n, κ) is achievable under the covertness constraint w.h.p.:
T (n, κ) = Ω
(
n
1
2−ǫ · n
( 12−κ2 )(α−2)√
l
)
, (52)
if n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
vanishes as n tends to infinity, and
T (n, κ) = Ω
(
n
1
2−ǫ
)
, (53)
if n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
does not vanish as n tends to infinity.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from Lemma 3 and (51).
We observe that when l is small relative to the number
of LNs, the same throughput scaling of the MH without the
covertness constraint can be achieved.
C. Modified HC Scheme
In this subsection, we present our modified HC scheme. We
first summarize the original HC scheme proposed in [17] and
present a fundamental problem that is generated when one
utilizes the original HC scheme in the covert communication
scenario. We propose several modifications to the original HC
scheme that can be the solution to the fundamental problem
mentioned and at the same time do not degrade the asymptotic
performance of the original scheme, and yet achieve the upper
bounds on the throughput.
1) Original HC Scheme: There are two key ideas in the
original HC scheme: Utilizing distributed MIMO systems by
node cooperation and constructing the hierarchical structure
of the distributed MIMO systems. We first summarize the
application of the distributed MIMO system in a network unit
square area as follows:
• Divide the network into square clusters with area of Mn
where M will be optimized later.
• Phase 1: In each cluster, each source node distributes
its data to the other nodes in the cluster according to a
certain network protocol. Clusters work in parallel.
• Phase 2: The distributed data of each source node is
transmitted to the cluster that contains the corresponding
destination node by the distributed MIMO transmission
between the two clusters that contain the source and des-
tination nodes. These MIMO transmissions are performed
serially until every source node finishes its transmission.
In this phase, because each node operates for an Mn
fraction of the time, it uses bursty transmit power for
the MIMO transmissions when a certain average transmit
power constraint is given.
• Phase 3: In each cluster, each destination node collects
the MIMO observations from the nodes in the same
cluster and decodes the data. The protocol in phase 1
is used, and clusters work in parallel.
By optimizing M , the above procedure constitutes a new
network protocol that can achieve a higher throughput scaling
than that of the protocol that is used in phases 1 and 3.
This procedure can be repeated and thus by applying this
procedure hierarchically, the HC scheme is constructed. It
turns out that the HC scheme requires an average transmit
power of Pn to achieve (almost) linear scaling. If the available
average transmit power is less than Pn , one approach suggested
in [17] is to use a bursty HC scheme that allows bursty
transmission, i.e., run the HC scheme for a fraction of time
and stay idle for the remaining fraction to satisfy the average
transmit power constraint of < Pn .
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2) Bursty Transmission Increases the Detectability of the
Covert Communication: Under the covertness constraint (4),
the transmit powers of the LNs are constrained, and the
resulting average transmit power constraint is more stringent
than the average transmit power constraint of < Pn . Under
this condition, the existing bursty HC scheme can be used.
However, using the bursty transmit power is not a suitable
approach in the covert communication setup.
Similarly to the case of the detoured MH scheme, assume
that each LN uses a codebook generated according to the
distribution CN (0, PHC). Then, at WN i, we have
D
(
QˆZli
∥∥∥Q×lN ′i
)
=
l∑
t=1
D
(
QˆZi,t
∥∥∥QN ′i
)
(54)
≤ 1
2
l∑
t=1
(
Ii,t
N0
)2
, (55)
where Ii,t is the power of the interference received by WN
i at time t. As shown in (55), the upper bound on the
relative entropy at each time slot in (54) is proportional to
the square of the power of the interference. This shows that
using the transmit power in bursty sense significantly increases
the detectability in the covert communication scenario. As
mentioned above, the bursty transmission in the HC scheme
is not suitable for covert network communication in adhoc
networks. Thus, instead of using the bursty HC scheme, in
our modified HC scheme, each LN uses the transmit power as
regularly as possible over time. To realize this, we generalize
[17, Lemma 3.1] that considers the case in which an average
transmit power constraint of < Pn is given to the case in which
a more stringent average transmit power constraint is imposed.
By this generalization, we can verify that by using a low
transmit power, i.e., using a codebook generated according
to a zero mean complex Gaussian distribution with a small
variance, it is possible to achieve the same throughput scaling
that can be achieved by the bursty HC scheme. Details are
given in Section IV-C3.
Even if we do not use the bursty HC scheme, the MIMO
transmissions from each cluster in phase 2 are operated
in a bursty sense, and this increases the detectability. Our
solution consists of two steps. We first distribute the MIMO
transmisssions of each cluster evenly over phase 2. Second,
since the LNs still use the bursty transmit power for MIMO
transmission, we decrease the power of the MIMO transmis-
sions up to a certain level so that the covertness constraint
in (4) is satisfied. We observe that this does not influence the
throughput scaling. The details are presented in Sections IV-C4
and IV-C5.
3) Generalization of [17, Lemma 3.1]: The paper [17]
considers a network where the nodes are distributed according
to a uniform distribution. However, the results in [17] also
hold in a network in which the nodes are distributed according
to a p.p.p. Before generalizing [17, Lemma 3.1], we restate
[17, Lemma 3.1] for a network where nl LNs are distributed
according to a p.p.p. of density n.
Lemma 8 (O¨zgu¨r-Le´veˆque-Tse). Consider a network with nl
LNs and α > 2 where the received signal of LN i is given as
Yi =
nl∑
k=1
HikXk +Ni + Vi, (56)
where Vi is the interference signal from external sources
received by LN i. The Vi for i = 1, 2, ..., nl are uncorrelated
zero-mean stationary and ergodic random processes of which
powers are upper bounded by a constant V independent of n.
Assume that there is a network scheme achieving the
throughput scaling of Θ(nb) w.h.p. for 0 ≤ b < 1 under the
average transmit power constraint of < Pn . Then, the increased
throughput scaling of Θ(n
1
2−b ) is also achievable w.h.p. under
the average transmit power constraint of < Pn by constructing
a new network scheme.
See [17] for details. By applying the above lemma itera-
tively, one can achieve a throughput scaling of Θ(n1−ǫ) w.h.p.,
where ǫ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. Consider the more
stringent average transmit power constraint than the average
power constraint of < Pn , i.e., power constraint of <
P
nγ for
γ > 1. Then, by using an approach in [17] based on the
bursty HC scheme, this scheme achieves a throughput scaling
of Θ(n2−γ−ǫ) where ǫ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
Because the bursty transmission increases the detectability
of the covert communication, we do not use the bursty HC
scheme but generalize [17, Lemma 3.1] to the case with a
more stringent power constraint.
Lemma 9 (Generalization). Consider a network with nl LNs
and α > 2 where the received signal of LN i is given as
Yi =
nl∑
k=1
HikXk +Ni + Vi, (57)
where Vi is defined similarly as in Lemma 8.
Assume that there is a network scheme achieving the
throughput scaling of Θ(nb) w.h.p. for −∞ < b < 1 under an
average transmit power constraint of < Pnγ for γ ≥ 1. Then,
the increased throughput scaling of Θ(n
γ
2−b+1−γ) is also
achievable w.h.p. under the average transmit power constraint
of Pnγ by constructing a new transmission scheme for the
network.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for [17, Lemma 3.1].
Divide the network into square clusters with area of Mn . In
phases 1 and 3, the network scheme achieving the throughput
scaling of Θ(nb) is used. In phase 2, we multiply the power
of the MIMO transmissions in [17, Lemma 3.1] by n1−γ and
adapt the rate. Then, the linear scaling law [17, Appendix I] for
the MIMO gain still holds. Assume that each LN wants to send
Θ(Mn1−γ) bits. Then, Θ(M2−bn1−γ) time slots are needed
in phases 1 and 3, and Θ(n) time slots are needed in phase 2.
The resulting throughput is c1·Mn
2−γ
c2·M2−bn1−γ+c3·n , where c1, c2,
and c3 are constants independent of n. If we set M = n
γ
2−b ,
the resulting throughput scaling is Θ(n
γ
2−b+1−γ).
We can see that the case of γ = 1 corresponds to Lemma
8. If we apply this lemma iteratively, the exponents over n
of the achievable throughput scalings increase as b, γ2−b +
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n
Cluster size
n
One cluster's MIMO transmit power
Fig. 12: Distribute the MIMO transmissions from each cluster evenly
in phase 2.
1 − γ, γ+γ(1−b)2−b+γ(1−b) + 1 − γ, γ+γ(1−b)+γ
2(1−b)
2−b+γ(1−b)+γ2(1−b) + 1 − γ,...,
γ+
∑
k γ
k(1−b)
2−b+∑k γk(1−b) + 1− γ,..., and
γ +
∑
k γ
k(1− b)
2− b+∑k γk(1 − b) = 1−
2− b− γ
2− b+∑k γk(1− b) . (58)
The above term tends to one as k increases and thus the
throughput scaling of Θ(n2−γ−ǫ) is achievable. We present
an example of this lemma in the following.
Example 1. Consider a naı¨ve TDMA scheme in which one
LN transmits its data to its destination at one time slot
using instantaneous transmit power Pnγ−1 . Then, an aggregate
throughput scaling of Θ(n1−γ) is achievable. By applying
Lemma 9 repeatedly, the exponents over n of the achiev-
able throughput scalings increase as 1 − γ, γ1+γ + 1 − γ,
γ+γ2
1+γ+γ2 + 1− γ,..., and these values tend to 2− γ.
4) Scheduling of the MIMO Transmissions: Although we
do not use the bursty HC scheme, the MIMO transmissions
in phase 2 are performed in a bursty sense and thus the
detectability is still high. To solve this problem, we first
want to avoid the scenario in which a certain WN receives
the interference by the MIMO transmissions from a certain
cluster for l consecutive transmissions. Thus, we distribute
the M MIMO transmissions from each cluster as evenly as
possible over n time slots i.e., in every window of l time slots,
approximately lMn MIMO transmissions from each cluster are
as shown in Fig. 12.
5) Decreasing the Power of the MIMO Transmissions does
not Degrade the Throughput Scaling: We can cancel out the
increase of the detectability due to the bursty MIMO transmis-
sion by decreasing the power of the MIMO transmissions, i.e.,
multiply the original power for MIMO transmission by
√
M
n
whereM is the size of a cluster. One expects that this degrades
the performance of the network scheme. However, we now
show that this does not degrade the achievable throughput
scaling.
Lemma 10. In phase 2 of the HC scheme, assume that each
cluster contains approximately M LNs. Then, multiplying the
power of the MIMO transmissions by
√
M
n does not degrade
the achievable throughput scaling.
Intuitively, as the number of times we invoke Lemma 9
increases, the optimal value of M tends to n. This means
that the effect of reducing the power diminishes and thus
the performance of the MIMO transmissions tends to the
performance without the reduction of the power. For the
proof, assume that the average transmit power constraint of
1
1
b
(1; 1)
y
2
5
y = 9
10−4b
−
1
2
0
Fig. 13: Example of the worst case that the interference to a WN is
strongest under the 9-TDMA scheme.
< Pn is given for convenience. We then show that near linear
scaling of the throughput is achievable even if we multiply
the power of the MIMO transmissions in Lemma 8 by
√
M
n .
Assume that each LN wants to send Θ(M
√
M
n ) bits. Then,
in phases 1 and 3, Θ(M2−b
√
M
n ) time slots are needed,
and in phase 2, Θ(n) time slots are needed because of the
linear scaling law for the MIMO gain. Then, the resulting
throughput is
c1·nM
√
M/n
c2·M2−b
√
M/n+c3·n
, where c1, c2, and c3 are
constants independent of n. If we setM = n
3
5−2b , the resulting
achievable throughput scaling is Θ(n
9
10−4b− 12 ). By applying
this method iteratively, the throughput scaling of Θ(n1−ǫ) is
achievable as shown in Fig. 13.
6) Modified HC in Covert Communication: Now consider
our setting. In the presence of the covertness constraint (4) and
the preservation regions, the achievable throughput scaling by
the modified HC scheme is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Fix ǫ > 0. The following aggregate throughput
T (n, κ) is achievable under the covertness constraint w.h.p.:
T (n, κ) = Ω
(
n2−
α
2−ǫ · n
( 12−κ2 )(α−2)√
l
)
. (59)
Proof. For convenience of the proof, similar to (31), assume
that the average transmit power over an arbitrary window of l
channel uses at each LN is upper bounded by
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
2 logn
√
δ
l
(√
2 logn
n
)α
. (60)
The above value is smaller than Pn regardless of α, κ, and
l. Then, using the average transmit power above, the bursty
HC scheme without considering the covertness constraint can
achieve the throughput scaling of Θ
(
n2−
α
2−ǫ · n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
.
In our modified HC scheme, the modifications in Sections
IV-C3 to IV-C5 are applied, and we observed that these
modifications do not degrade the performance of the HC
scheme compared to the bursty HC scheme. Furthermore,
according to Lemma 6 and (55), we can verify that the
covertness constraint is satisfied.
Now we have to consider the preservation regions. Let each
12
s1
s2
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Fig. 14: The modified HC scheme in the presence of the preservation
regions. The gray squares are the preservation regions.
Fig. 15: Example of the hybrid HC-MH scheme. The HC scheme is
used in each square cell and the MH scheme is used for the global
MH MIMO transmissions.
of the LN pairs that the LSN or the LDN is in the preservation
regions be in outage. In the HC scheme, there are two cases
of the (sub)clusters for MIMO transmission: The clusters with
size smaller than the size of a preservation region and the
clusters with size larger than the size of a preservation region.
If the size of the MIMO cluster is smaller than the size of a
preservation region, let the region of the clusters that partially
or completely belong to the preservation regions (and thus
are impaired) be extra preservation regions. This does not
influence the scaling of the throughput. If the size of the
cluster is larger than the size of a preservation region, the
LNs outside the preservation regions supplement the LNs in
the preservation regions by increasing the rate as shown in
Fig. 14. Because the fraction of the LNs in the preservation
regions in a cluster is negligible, this does not influence the
scaling of the throughput. Therefore, by adding the negligible
fraction of extra preservation regions and supplementing the
LNs in the preservation regions, the modified HC scheme can
operate without any degradation of the throughput scaling.
D. Hybrid HC-MH
In this subsection, we present a modified version of the hy-
brid HC-MH scheme proposed in [19]. We first summarize the
original hybrid HC-MH scheme, and then present a modified
scheme in the presence of the covertness constraint and the
preservation regions.
1) Original Hybrid HC-MH Scheme: Consider a network
in which the long-range SNR is insufficient and thus the HC
scheme is outperformed by the MH scheme. In this network,
if the short-range SNR (the received SNR in the MH scheme)
S
D
Fig. 16: Example of the modified hybrid scheme. In the global MH,
the detouring method used in the modified MH scheme is applied.
is non-vanishing, the MH scheme cannot efficiently utilize the
sufficient received SNR. One approach to efficiently utilize the
SNR is constructing small size of the HC structures locally
and delivering the data by the MH MIMO transmissions as
shown in Fig. 15. The hybrid scheme in a network of unit
square area is summarized as follows:
• Divide the network into square cells with area of Mn
where M will be optimized later.
• Locally in each cell, the HC scheme is performed to
distribute the data of each node (or the data to be relayed)
and gather the data to be decoded.
• Globally, the data of each node that is distributed to the
nodes in the cell is delivered to the neighboring cell by
distributed MIMO transmission. The sequential MIMO
transmissions are performed based on the MH scheme as
described in Section IV-B1.
Assume that the average transmit power is upper bounded
by P , and let Pshort := Pn
α/2, i.e., short-range SNR. Then,
the optimal value of M is P
1/(α/2−1)
short , and the resulting
achievable throughput scaling is Θ(n
1
2−ǫ · P
1
α−2
short).
2) Detoured Hybrid HC-MH Scheme: Now consider our
setting and assume that n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is non-vanishing. Our
modified hybrid scheme, termed detoured hybrid scheme is
based on the original hybrid scheme and achieves the through-
put scaling that is presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 12. Fix ǫ > 0. If n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
does not vanish as n
tends to infinity, the following aggregate throughput T (n, κ)
is achievable under the covertness constraint w.h.p.:
T (n, κ) = Ω

n 12−ǫ
(
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)√
l
) 1
α−2

 . (61)
Proof. For convenience, similar to the proof for Lemma
11, assume that the average transmit power over an ar-
bitrary window of l channel uses at each LN is upper
bounded by n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
2 logn
√
δ
l
(√
2 log n
n
)α
. Then, the role of
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
is similar to the role of Pshort. Set M tbe(
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
) 1
α/2−1
and the preservation region exponent
γ to be κ2 . Then, any cell is smaller than its corresponding
preservation region. In each cell, the modified HC scheme in
Section IV-C6 (without considering the preservation regions)
is used, and for the global MH MIMO transmissions, the
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same detouring method used in the detoured MH scheme is
utilized as shown in Fig. 16. Then, the effect of the extra
relaying burden is negligible and the outage fraction vanishes.
Furthermore, from Lemma 6 and similarly to the case of the
modified HC scheme, the covertness constraint is satisfied and
the proof of the lemma is completed.
V. CONVERSE
In this section, we present the proofs for Theorems 3 and
4. A cutset bound technique similar to the technique in [19]
is used for the proofs.
A. A Necessary Condition on the Covertness Constraint
In this subsection, we derive a condition that is implied
by the covertness constraint in (4). Since the distribution of a
complex random variable is equivalent to the joint distribution
of the magnitude and the phase of the random variable, the
relative entropy in (4) can be written as
D
(
QˆZli
∥∥∥Q×lN ′i
)
= D
(
Qˆ
(|Zi|,ej∠Zi)l
∥∥∥∥Q×l(|N ′i|,ej∠N′i)
)
.
(62)
Since the transmitters do not know the channel phases, the
magnitudes and phases in (62) are independent. Thus, we have
D
(
Qˆ
(|Zi|,ej∠Zi )l
∥∥∥∥Q×l(|N ′i|,ej∠N′i)
)
= D
(
Qˆ(|Zi|l,(ej∠Zi )l
)
∥∥∥∥Q×l(|N ′i|,ej∠N′i)
)
(63)
= D
(
Qˆ|Zi|l
∥∥∥Q×l|N ′i|
)
+D
(
Qˆ(ej∠Zi )l
∥∥∥Q×l
ej∠N
′
i
)
(64)
= D
(
Qˆ|Zi|l
∥∥∥Q×l|N ′i|
)
, (65)
where (65) is because both Qˆ(ej∠Zi )l and Q
×l
ej∠N
′
i
are i.i.d.
process according to the uniform distribution over [0, 2π].
Next, let Qˆ|Z¯i| denote the average distribution of |Zi| over
l channel uses, and let |Zi|k denote the magnitude of the
received signal by WN i at time k. Then, we have
D
(
Qˆ|Zi|l
∥∥∥Q×l|N ′i|
)
= −h(|Zi|l) + E|Zi|l
[
log
1
Q×l|N ′i|(|Zi|l)
]
(66)
= −
l∑
k=1
h(|Zi|k||Zi|k−1) + E|Zi|l
[
log
1
Q|N ′i|(|Zi|k)
]
(67)
= −
l∑
k=1
h(|Zi|k||Zi|k−1) + E|Zi|k
[
log
1
Q|N ′i|(|Zi|k)
]
(68)
≥ −
l∑
k=1
h(|Zi|k) + E|Zi|k
[
log
1
Q|N ′i|(|Zi|k)
]
(69)
=
l∑
k=1
D
(
Qˆ|Zi|k
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|
)
(70)
≥ l ·D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|
)
, (71)
where (71) is due to the convexity of the relative entropy. In
addition, from some manipulations, we obtain that
D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|
)
= D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|2
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|2
)
. (72)
The proof of the above equation is in Appendix A. Then, the
following holds if the covertness constraint (4) is satisfied:
D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|2
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|2
)
≤ δ
l
. (73)
Since the interference and the noise are independent at each
WN, the first moment of the |Z¯i|2 is given by ρi+N0, where
ρi =
1
l (ρi1 + ρi2 + · · · + ρil), and ρik is the total received
power in WN i at the kth time slot used for the hypothesis test.
Furthermore, since |N ′i |2 follows an exponential distribution,
D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|2
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|2
)
= −h(|Z¯i|2) + E|Z¯i|2
[
log
1
Q|N ′i|2(|Z¯i|2)
]
(74)
= −h(|Z¯i|2) + E|Z¯i|2
[
log
(
N0e
|Z¯i|
2
N0
)]
(75)
= −h(|Z¯i|2) + logN0 + E|Z¯i|2
[ |Z¯i|2
N0
]
(76)
= −h(|Z¯i|2) + logN0 + ρi +N0
N0
(77)
≥ −1− log(ρi +N0) + logN0 + ρi +N0
N0
(78)
= − log ρi +N0
N0
+
ρi
N0
, (79)
where (78) is because exponential distribution maximizes the
differential entropy when the first moment is given.
To satisfy the covertness constraint (4),D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|2
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|2
)
and therefore ρi must tend to zero as l tends to infinity. Then,
D
(
Qˆ|Z¯i|2
∥∥∥Q|N ′i|2
)
≥ ρ
2
i
2N20
+ o(ρ2i ). (80)
In addition, from (73), the above yields
ρi ≤
√
2N0
√
δ
l
+ o(l−1/2). (81)
Thus, the covertness constraint implies that the INR at WN i
over an arbitrary window of l channel uses denoted as INRw,i,
is upper bounded as follows:
INRw,i ≤
√
2
√
δ
l
+ o(l−1/2), i = 1, 2, . . . , nw. (82)
Remark 2. Since CSI is available only on the receivers, the
transmitted signals are independent of the phase of the chan-
nels and hence the received signals are pairwise uncorrelated.
Thus, ρik is the sum of the powers of the received signals at
WN i at the kth time slot over a window.
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Fig. 17: Example of the information flow in the network. The arrows
with bold lines represent the information delivered from the left half
to the right half through the cut. The gray squares are the preservation
regions, and the circles are the LNs.
B. Cutset Bound
Now we derive an upper bound on the throughput based
on the cutset bound. At each LN, let the average transmit
power over an arbitrary window of l channel uses be PCB.
Under condition (82), the best way to allocate vanishing outage
fraction to maximize PCB is setting the preservation region
around each WN to be of the same size. This is a simple
maxmin problem because a LN near to a small preservation
region cannot use high transmit power. We set γ = κ2 for
brevity. Then, PCB is upper bounded as
PCB ≤ c · n
( 12−κ2 )(α−2)
logn
√
δ
l
(√
2 logn
n
)α
, (83)
where c is a constant independent of α, κ, δ, l, and n.
The proof of (83) is similar to the proof for Lemma 6, but
is modified appropriately for the converse step. Consider the
case in which every active LN uses the average transmit power
PCB over an arbitrary window of l channel uses. Then, at WN
i, we have
INRw,i ≥ GPCB
N0
√
n/ log n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
16i logn
(
i
√
2 logn
n
)−α
(84)
= kPCB logn
(√
2 logn
n
)−α√n/ log n∑
i=n
1
2
−κ
2
i1−α (85)
= k′PCB
logn
n(
1
2−κ2 )(α−2)
(√
2 logn
n
)−α
, (86)
where k and k′ are constants independent of α, κ, δ, l, and
n. Then, from condition (82), we can obtain (83). Henceforth,
we fix PCB = c · n
( 1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
logn
√
δ
l
(√
2 logn
n
)α
.
To derive the promised cutset bound, consider a vertical cut
dividing the network into two equal halves. Let us define Tcut
as the throughput of the information flow from the left half of
the network to the right half of the network. Because the LNs
are distributed and are chosen in pairs randomly, Tcut belongs
to ((1 − ǫ)T (n, κ)/4, (1 + ǫ)T (n, κ)/4) w.h.p., where ǫ > 0
is an arbitrarily small constant (Fig. 17).
Let S be the set of LNs in the left half of the network and
D be the set of LNs in the right half. Then, Tcut is upper
bounded by the capacity of the MIMO channel between S
and D as follows:
Tcut ≤
max
Σ(H)≥0
E[Σkk(H)]≤PCB,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I +
1
N0B
HΣ(H)HH
)]
,
(87)
where H is the channel matrix whose components are
Hik =
√
G
d
α/2
ik
exp (jθik) , k ∈ S, i ∈ D, (88)
and AH is the Hermitian of the matrix A. In (87),Σ(·) is a
function that maps a given channel matrix to a positive semi-
definite transmit covariance matrix, and Σkk(H) is the k
th
component along the diagonal of Σ(H).
If we define H˜ as the matrix whose components are
H˜ik =
1
(
√
n)α/2
Hik, k ∈ S, i ∈ D, (89)
and define P ′CB as
nα/2
N0B
PCB, then the following holds.
max
Σ(H)≥0
E[Σkk(H)]≤PCB,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I +
1
N0B
HΣ(H)HH
)]
= max
Σ(H˜)≥0
E[Σkk(H˜)]≤P ′CB,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I + H˜Σ(H˜)H˜H
)]
(90)
= max
Σ(H˜)≥0
E[Σkk(H˜)]≤1,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜Σ(H˜)H˜
H
)]
.
(91)
In the chain of equations above, H˜ can be interpreted as the
channel matrix of the network of a square of area n that
is obtained by scaling our network. In addition, the role of
P ′CB = Θ
(
n(
1
2
−κ
2
)(α−2)
√
l
)
is similar to that of the important
factor SNRs in [19], and is a key parameter in the analyses
contained in this paper.
Now divide the right half of the network into two rectangu-
lar regions that the size of the rectangular adjacent to the cut
is W × 1 as shown in Fig. 17, where W will be chosen later.
Define D1 as the set of LNs in this rectangular and define D2
as D\D1. Then, due to the generalized Hadamard inequality,
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜Σ(H˜)H˜
H
)
≤ log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜1Σ(H˜1)H˜
H
1
)
+ log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
)
, (92)
where H˜1 is the |D1| by |S| submatrix of H˜ whose compo-
nents are H˜ik, k ∈ S, i ∈ D1, and H˜2 is the |D2| by |S|
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submatrix of H˜ whose components are H˜ik, k ∈ S, i ∈ D2.
Then, we have
Tcut ≤
max
Σ(H˜1)≥0
E[Σkk(H˜1)]≤1,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜1Σ(H˜1)H˜
H
1
)]
+ max
Σ(H˜2)≥0
E[Σkk(H˜2)]≤1,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
)]
.
(93)
The first term in (93) can be upper bounded by the sum of
the multiple-input single-output (MISO) capacities as follows
max
Σ(H˜1)≥0
E[Σkk(H˜1)]≤1,∀k∈S
E
[
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜1Σ(H˜1)H˜
H
1
)]
≤
∑
i∈D1
log
(
1 +
nP ′CB
2
∑
k∈S
|H˜ik|2
)
. (94)
In (94), the value of |H˜ik|2 is large if LN k is close to the cut
and thus this can result in a loose upper bound. Therefore,
similarly to [19], we assume that there is no LN in the
rectangular region with size 1√
n
×1 to the right of the cut. The
validity of this assumption can be checked in [19, Appendix
I]. Then, the right hand side in (94) can be upper bounded as
∑
i∈D1
log
(
1 +
nP ′CB
2
∑
k∈S
|H˜ik|2
)
=
∑
i∈D1
log
(
1 +
nP ′CB
2nα/2
∑
k∈S
|Hik|2
)
(95)
≤
(
W − 1√
n
)
n(log n)
(
log
(
1 + c1P
′
CBn
1+α(1/2+δ)
))
(96)
w.h.p. for any δ > 0 where c1 is a constant independent of n.
The term
(
W − 1√
n
)
represents the area of the rectangular
region containing D1 except the rectangular region with size
1√
n
×1 to the right of the cut. The term nα(1/2+δ) is from the
fact that the distance between any two LNs in our network is
larger than 1n1+δ w.h.p. for any δ > 0.
Now consider the second term in (93). Since H˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
is a positive semi-definite matrix, logλi ≤ λi − 1 holds for
each positive eigenvalue λi of (I + H˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2 ). Then, we
have
log det
(
I + P ′CBH˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
)
≤ tr
(
P ′CBH˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
)
.
(97)
Next define Pcut as the total received power of the LNs in D2
when each LN in S transmits its signal with average transmit
power PCB. Then, for any ǫ > 0,
tr
(
P ′CBH˜2Σ(H˜2)H˜
H
2
)
≤ nǫPcut. (98)
The proof of the above inequality can be checked in [17,
Lemma 5.2]. Furthermore, if W 6= 12 , Pcut is upper bounded
as
Pcut ≤


kP ′CBn
2−α/2(log n)2, 2 < α < 3
kP ′CB
√
n(logn)3, α = 3
kP ′CBW
3−αn(logn)2, α > 3,
(99)
where k is a constant independent of α, P ′CB, and n. The proof
of the above inequality can be checked in the proof of [19,
Eq. (19)].
Finally, by combining (96) and (99), we can obtain
Tcut ≤
(
W − 1√
n
)
n(logn)
(
log
(
1 + c1P
′
CBn
1+α(1/2+δ)
))
+ nǫPcut. (100)
To obtain a tight upper bound from (100), we can minimize
the right hand side in (100) by setting W to be an appropriate
function of PCB, i.e., set W to be a function of α, κ, and
l. This is a simple minmax problem and can be solved by
making the two terms asymptotically equal. To do so, simply,
if P ′CB < 1, we set W =
1√
n
and D1 = ∅. If P ′CB ≥ 1, we
set W = P
′ 1α−2
CB . From this, we complete the proof.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we established throughput scaling laws of
covert communication over wireless adhoc networks where a
number of LNs and WNs are distributed randomly. Preserva-
tion regions around each WN played key roles in improving
the performance of covert communication in the network while
allowing a vanishing fraction of LNs that are in outage.
We utilized and modified three existing network commu-
nication schemes so that they are amenable in the covert
communication setting. We showed that each proposed scheme
can achieve asymptotically same throughput scaling that the
original scheme can achieve if the proposed and original
schemes are performed under the same average transmit power
constraint. We observed that the proposed schemes asymptot-
ically achieve upper bounds on the throughput scaling that are
derived under the assumption that every active LN uses the
same average transmit power over an arbitrary window of l
channel uses. Although this assumption violates the generality
of the converse theorems, it is not unreasonable to believe
that in some network scenarios, this assumption is valid. Our
results can be extended to a network of arbitrary size by simply
adapting the size of a preservation region.
We present some possible future directions for research in
the following:
• Deriving a general converse theorem without the assump-
tion on the transmit power of LNs in Theorems 3 and 4.
• In this paper, we assume that the WNs are non-
communicating. What is the effect of possible cooper-
ation between the WNs? How will the covertness con-
straint be further strengthened? In addition, what are the
similarities between the cooperation between the WNs
and the interferences suffered by the LNs?
• We assumed that the number of LNs is larger than the
number of WNs. If this is not true, what is the capacity
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scaling in this new class of networks? In this case, we
conjecture that the use of preservation regions may not
be as effective as in this paper.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF (72)
To prove (72), we show that the relative entropy between
two non-negative random variables is invariant when each of
the random variables is squared. Let Z and N be two non-
negative random variables. In addition, let f(·) and F(·) be
the density function and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of random variable (·), respectively. Then, for any a ≥
0, we can relate the CDFs of Z and Z2 as
FZ2(a) = Pr(Z
2 ≤ a) = Pr(Z ≤ √a) = FZ(
√
a). (101)
Thus, we have
fZ2(a) =
d
da
FZ2(a) =
d
da
FZ(
√
a) =
1
2
√
a
fZ(
√
a). (102)
Substituting this into the formula for the relative entropy, we
have
D(fZ2‖fN2) =
∫ ∞
0
fZ2(z) log
fZ2(z)
fN2(z)
dz (103)
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2
√
z
fZ(
√
z) log
1
2
√
z
fZ(
√
z)
1
2
√
z
fN (
√
z)
dz
(104)
=
∫ ∞
0
1
2
√
z
fZ(
√
z) log
fZ(
√
z)
fN (
√
z)
dz. (105)
Now let t =
√
z. Then dz = 2t dt and the range of integration
is unchanged. Thus,
D(fZ2‖fN2) =
∫ ∞
0
1
2t
fZ(t) log
fZ(t)
fN(t)
2t dt (106)
=
∫ ∞
0
fZ(t) log
fZ(t)
fN (t)
dt (107)
= D(fZ‖fN), (108)
which proves (72).
APPENDIX B
VANISHING OUTAGE FRACTION
We prove that in the three proposed schemes, the outage
fraction vanishes if γ = κ2 +ǫ for any ǫ > 0. First consider the
detoured MH scheme. In the detoured MH scheme, there are
two cases of LNs in outage: the set of LN pairs that the LSN
or the LDN in each pair belongs to a expanded preservation
region (denote this set by T1) and the set of LN pairs such
that there is no possible data path between the LSN and the
LDN of each pair (denote this set by T2). Then, we have to
show that
|T1∪T2|
n tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Clearly,
we have
|T1 ∪ T2|
n
≤ |T1|
n
+
|T2|
n
, (109)
and we will instead show that each of the two terms in the
right hand side above converges to zero.
LSN
LDN
Fig. 18: Examples of expanded preservation regions that block the
data paths of some LN pairs.
Let us consider the first term. We use a simple fact that
a preservation region of area n−κ−2ǫ logn can result in at
most c1n(n
−κ−2ǫ logn) outage LSNs where c1 is a constant
independent of κ and n. Then, we have
|T1|
n
≤ 2c1n
κn(n−κ−2ǫ logn)
n
=
2c1 logn
n2ǫ
. (110)
The last term tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
Next consider the second term in (109). Fig. 18 shows
several cases of expanded preservation regions that block the
data paths of some LN pairs and thus result in the extra outage
fraction. To upper bound the second term, let us focus on the
case of the expanded preservation region that has the highest
ratio of the number of induced outage LNs per the number of
preservation regions in the expanded preservation regions. This
case has the following properties: The expanded preservation
• Surrounds the corner of the network.
• Contains 4κ logn preservation regions (upper bound on
the number of preservation regions w.h.p.) because the
area of a region enclosed by a certain shape is propor-
tional to the square of the perimeter of the shape.
• Has shape of circle because the area of a region is
maximized by a circle when a perimeter is given.
• The preservation regions in the expanded preservation
region do not overlap with each other and maintain a
maximum interval (asymptotically b) each other.
We now calculate the area of the region surrounded by
the expanded preservation region that has the properties de-
scribed above. In this case, the region has the shape of
quartile circle, and the perimeter of the quartile circle is less
than c2(4κ logn)(
√
2n−
κ
2−ǫ
√
logn), where c2 is a constant
independent of κ and n. Then, the area of the quartile
circle is less than [c2(4κ logn)(
√
2n−
κ
2−ǫ
√
logn)]2/π =
c3(logn)
3n−κ−2ǫ, and there are at most 2c3(logn)3n1−κ−2ǫ
LNs w.h.p., where c3 is a constant independent of κ and n.
If we assume that there are n
κ
4κ logn expanded preservation
regions of this case, we have
|T2|
n
≤ 2c3(logn)
3n1−κ−2ǫnκ
4κn logn
=
c3(logn)
2
2κn2ǫ
. (111)
The last term tends to zero as n tends to infinity. This proves
that (109) vanishes.
The case of the modified HC scheme is a trivial case because
the set of outage LNs is the set of LN pairs that the LSN
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or the LDN in each pair is in a preservation region. Finally,
in the detoured hybrid scheme, the proof can be completed
by following the same steps in the proof for the case of the
detoured MH scheme.
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